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Thank you to Nathan Lutz and NNELL for the opportunity to speak and be part of such an amazing organization!

Who are our students today? What challenges do they face?

- Anxiety
- Traumatic events
- Screens
- Abdication of responsibility

What can we do as teachers to support these children?

- Be the SAFE classroom
- Be the KIND classroom
- Be the CALM classroom
- Be the WONDROUS classroom
- Be the classroom of HIGH EXPECTATIONS

When individual kids are supported, they learn—and by extension the whole class learns.
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Use the QR code below (or use this link bit.ly/2ubjOWu) to access this handout online along with several links for more information

And join me online!
FACEBOOK Mundodepepita
TWITTER @MundodePepita
INSTAGRAM @MundodePepita
email: elmundodepepita@gmail.com